Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Balanced general anesthesia comprises amnesia, analgesia, hypnosis, muscle relaxation, and obtundation of reflexes. To achieve all these components, we use different combinations of drugs. However muscle relaxants may confound our evaluation of depth of anesthesia due to lack of motor activity and may make the patient aware of the intraoperative events. This false impression about depth of sedation may lead to severe posttraumatic stress disorder. Bispectral index (BIS) is a widely used quantitative parameter for evaluating depth of anesthesia and sedation.\[[@ref1]\] It is a continuous noninvasive electroencephalographic method that has been proposed to monitor the hypnotic state during sedation and anesthesia.\[[@ref1]\]

Inhalational agents have been employed to avoid intraoperative awareness. Among intravenous agents, propofol is commonly used for intraoperative sedation. The alpha-2 receptor agonist dexmedetomidine has potent sedative properties and has received Food and Drug Administration approval for use in the intensive care unit (ICU) for sedation.\[[@ref2]\] Dexmedetomidine has analgesic sparing properties and is not associated with respiratory depression in therapeutic doses.\[[@ref3][@ref4]\]. It has been used as an anesthetic sparing agent but not as a sole anesthetic agent.\[[@ref5]\] We have proposed to evaluate the effect of dexmedetomidine on depth of anesthesia and compared it with that of propofol by using hemodynamic variables and BIS values, with the aim of studying the feasibility of dexmedetomidine as a sole anesthetic agent in maintaining depth of anesthesia.

Materials and Methods {#sec1-2}
=====================

Approval for the study was obtained from our institution\'s ethics committee and written informed consent was obtained from the patients. Sixty male and female patients, 18-65 years of age, ASA physical status of I, scheduled for laparotomy under general anesthesia were considered for enrolment randomly into two groups (30 patients in each) by a computer-generated randomization scheme. Patients having heart block, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, renal dysfunction, psychiatric illness, or patients taking antipsychotic drugs or sedatives were excluded from the study. The patients were received at the operation room in a calm and quiet environment. Demographic data were recorded. Baseline hemodynamic variables were noted by attaching monitors \[noninvasive blood pressure, heart rate (HR), oxygen saturation, end-tidal carbon dioxide, electrocardiogram, and temperature\]. BIS monitor was also attached. Intravenous cannulation was achieved and infusion of study drugs was initiated. Group A patients received bolus dose of propofol (1 mg/kg for 10 min) followed by an infusion of propofol (50 mcg/kg/min) and Group-B received bolus dose of dexmedetomidine (1 mcg/kg for 10 min) followed by an infusion of dexmedetomidine (0.5 mcg/kg/h). After preoxygenation for 3 min, anesthesia was induced with intravenous (I.V) thiopentone sodium (3-5 mg/kg). Intubation was achieved with I.V succinylcholine (1-1.5 mg/kg). Fentanyl (2 mcg/kg) was administered as analgesic intravenously. Intraoperative muscle relaxation was maintained with vecuronium (0.1 mg/kg). Neuromuscular monitoring could not be done due to unavailability of instrument. Sedation and anesthesia was maintained with infusion of study drugs (propofol or dexmedetomidine).

Depth of anesthesia was evaluated by monitoring intraoperative hemodynamic values (HR, blood pressure) and BIS value. BIS was recorded by Aspect monitor with surface electrodes. Sensors were placed diagonally on the forehead after wiping skin with alcohol and drying. Sensors were placed as follows: One at the center of forehead approximately 2 inches above the bridge of nose; second one directly above forehead, and third one on temple between the corner of the eye and hairline. Data were collected at regular 10-min intervals. Administration of drug and data collection were done by a separate anesthesiologist. Target BIS value was 40-65. At emergence, sedation score was assessed by Ramsay sedation scale\[[@ref6]\] in the immediate postoperative period. All the patients were asked about recall of intraoperative events using modified Brice questionnaire.\[[@ref7]\]

The statistical analysis was done using SPSS software version 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for Windows. Parameters \[age, gender, weight, mean arterial pressure (MAP), HR, BIS value, sedation score\] were compared between the two groups by unpaired *t* test. All data with *P* \< 0.05 were considered as significant. Abouleish and Taylor modification of the Brice questionnaire:\[[@ref7]\]

Ramsay Sedation Score

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

Sixty patients were enrolled as per inclusion criteria. They were randomly divided into two groups. Group A received propofol and Group B received dexmedetomidine. These two groups were comparable in respect to demographic variables (age, weight, gender, ASA PS I, type of surgery, and duration of anesthesia) \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\].

###### 

Demographic data
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![Demographic data of two groups](JOACP-30-550-g004){#F1}

The two groups were also comparable with respect to their baseline MAP and HR. Postintubation rise in MAP and HR was noted. Subsequently, MAP and HR were decreased in both the groups. Postintubation rise was less in Group B. Subsequent MAP and HR were also less in Group B. But the difference between the two groups was statistically significant only for MAP at 20 min after infusion (*P* = 0.039) \[Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\].
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Baseline BIS value was comparable between the two groups. BIS value was recorded at every 10 min interval. BIS value decreased after induction in both the groups but patients getting dexmedetomidine infusion showed statistically significant lower values of BIS when compared with propofol (*P* \< 0.0001) \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\].

###### 

Intraoperative BIS value
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Sedation score was noted in the immediate postoperative period by Ramsay sedation scale. It was seen that patients recieving dexmedetomidine were more sedated in the postoperative period, but it did not impair ventilation though the difference between the two groups was statistically significant (*P* \< 0.0001) \[[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. None of the patients in both the groups was able to recall any intraoperative events.

###### 

Sedation score in immediate postoperative period
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Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

General anesthesia has several components, namely, amnesia, hypnosis, analgesia, immobility, and blunting of autonomic reflexes. Often in operating rooms anesthetic induction has been referred to as "going to sleep." But all the components of general anesthesia may not be achieved as muscle relaxants may confound our evaluation of depth of anesthesia due to lack of motor activity and may make patients aware of the intraoperative events. For achieving adequate depth of anesthesia, use of inhalational or intravenous anesthetic agents in hypnotic doses are recommended which ensures amnesia in patients. However, it has been observed that certain anesthetic drugs in subhypnotic concentrations produce amnesia, (eg, propofol, midazolam) due to engrams (physical alterations in neural tissues thought to be substrate for memory) impaired by these drugs. In these cases of episodic amnesia, memory is lost before consolidation.\[[@ref8]\] In our study, we have similarly used subhypnotic equisedative doses of propofol and dexmedetomidine and observed episodic amnesia in these cases. Similar dosing pattern of bolus and infusion were used by previous authors who used a higher loading dose of dexmedetomidine.\[[@ref9]\] In the current study, a minimum dose of both the drugs was chosen that ensured amnesia but caused least side effects such as hypotension, bradycardia, or arrhythmia Alpha-2 agonist dexmedetomidine is a sedative and analgesic agent, which has been used for ICU sedation upto 24 h after surgery.\[[@ref9]\] Dexmedetomidine provides hemodynamic stability and appears to have no clinically important adverse effect on respiration.\[[@ref10]\] Compared with propofol and midazolam, dexmedetomidine was as effective in maintaining adequate sedation for prolonged mechanical ventilation.\[[@ref11]\] Dexmedetomidine has also been used for sedation for short surgical procedures and as an adjunct resulting in reduced intraoperative requirements of anesthetics.\[[@ref12][@ref13]\] It has been used as sole anesthetic agent only in a few occasions,\[[@ref14][@ref15]\] whereas propofol has been used to maintain the depth of anesthesia routinely. The results of our study validate the use of dexmedetomidine as a maintenance anesthetic agent.

Loading dose in this study has been reduced as maximum adverse effects were observed immediately after administration of the loading dose. Target BIS is delayed when loading dose is reduced but in this study target BIS (40-65) was achieved with the addition of an induction agent.\[[@ref13]\] Dexmedetomidine even in lower loading dose produced better amnesia for procedural sedation compared with remifentanil.\[[@ref13]\] Ramsay and his co-workers reported the use of dexmedetomidine at a higher dose for intubation in difficult airway scenarios without any induction agent or neuromuscular blocker and observed hypotension, bradycardia, and upper airway obstruction.\[[@ref14]\] In the current study, along with study drug, induction agent and neuromuscular blockers were used to facilitate endotracheal intubation and much less dose could be used in contrast to the cases reported by Ramsay.

BIS is a continuous noninvasive electroencephalographic method that has been proposed to monitor the hypnotic state during sedation and anesthesia.\[[@ref16][@ref17][@ref18]\] Its use has been documented to be associated with lesser chance of intraoperative awareness.\[[@ref19]\] In a study on volunteers, Yusuke and his co-workers compared BIS value with a clinical scoring \[Observer Assessment of Alertness Sedation Score (OAA/S)\] both with propofol and dexmedetomidine.\[[@ref1]\] They found that equivalent doses of dexmedetomidine produced lower BIS value and the BIS value of 46 with dexmedetomidine was comparable to BIS value of 67 with propofol both of which produced OAA/S score ≤2 (OAA/S ≤2 denotes adequate sedation). In the current study patients getting dexmedetomidine infusion showed statistically significant lower values of BIS when compared with propofol (BIS value 60-65 in propofol as opposed to 50-55 with dexmedetomidine). Despite the difference in BIS equal depth was achieved with both the drugs with no recall in any patient as assessed by modified Brice questionnaire. This may be explained by the different mechanisms of sedation by the two study drugs. Dexmedetomidine produces sleep by hyperpolarization of noradrenergic locus ceruleus neurons as opposed to GABA agonism by propofol.\[[@ref20]\]

A rise in MAP and HR was noted after intubation with subsequent fall of both in the two groups. Postintubation rise was less in Group B. Subsequent MAP and HR were also less in Group B. But the difference between the two groups was statistically significant only for MAP at 20 min of infusion (*P* = 0.039). Earlier study has also shown that dexmedetomidine attenuates stress response to intubation by decreasing central sympathetic outflow.\[[@ref5]\] Similar hemodynamic response was found by various other studies.\[[@ref21][@ref22][@ref23]\] Another study done in bariatric surgery found dexmedetomidine produces better control of hemodynamic parameters compared with fentanyl.\[[@ref24]\] Sedation score was calculated in both the groups in immediate postoperative period by Ramsay sedation scale. It was seen that patients receiving dexmedetomidine were more sedated during postoperative period (*P* value \< 0.0001), but without any impairment of ventilation. It is consistent with the result of the study done by Venn and Grounds who also found more sedation with dexmedetomidine postoperatively but without any delay in extubation.\[[@ref9]\] The longer sedation with dexmedetomidine could be explained by longer elimination half-life of the drug.\[[@ref25]\] But incidence of delayed recovery and longer discharge time with dexmedetomidine were observed by other investigators.\[[@ref26][@ref27][@ref28]\] The observations of the present study could have been more conclusive with larger sample size, multicenter trial and measurement of plasma levels of drugs.

Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

From our study we can conclude that dexmedetomidine is comparable with propofol as maintenance anesthetic agent and it can produce better control of hemodynamic variables and BIS value. So, dexmedetomidine may be used as sole anesthetic agent for maintenance of depth of anesthesia.
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